
p -v 

z r S t at 23~\ ?·inal Exam 

-b) False 

d) 3 
6. The value of one score.in a distribution is changed frcni >~::: 20 to X = 30. Which 

measure(s) of central tendency is/art. certain .:S._:r to be changed? . .i, 
-:)) ~~: :~:~ a~nd the mediar~_s- ~· ~for 

• 0-- ©) I ~ 

c) the median ._ »: G (__ , J, "';~'" 
d) themode ~t:r- v ~ 1 f, ~ 

7~A·w~~et r~~earcher computed a conf~~ence interval for , :~3p~i,~(G.i~ g.ropclh"n using @ oufidence level. Her ~~ec1::1ed that she wanrec ~l 9'.)~onndenct; level 
·. ste Cl. The new_interva@r 5 Jo confidence level will be 11vl<!(1 than the 9rigiD_f'{ 
one with a 99% confidence level. .\- r \ ~ . ' \ \_~" i<::..) 

a) Tme \~ «?i\~~ '-""~" -~ 
-b) False s: ?4P VY\'\.b~'"' ~\'\0'\· 

8. Which of the following p-values will lead us to reject the raff hypothesis 1f the level 
of .rignificance equals 0.05? 

a) 0.065 
b) 0.150 
c) 0.100 

- d) 0.001 
9. The coefficient of variation measures variability in a data set relative to the. size of the 

median -~ 
a) True 

c) 1.5 

Q#1(12%): Circle the correct answ_(!J: 
1. One of the following is true 

a) If P (A)= 0.4 and P (B) = 0.6, then A and B must be mutually exclusive. 
b) If P C1 or B) = 1 ~then A and B must be mutually exclusive. 
cl. If eith;r A or B-must occur they arc called mutually exclusive. 

(d)) If A an-dB cannot occur at the same time they are called mt\lfually exclusive 
2. What type of data would answer the JOtiowmg question: How much gas do you use 

per week? 
a) Quantitative Discrete 

-b) Quantitative Continuous '" ~ <(}) f 4 
c) Qualitative r Ii,( \ ~l r 'f' ~ 

3. You are interested in the ave.rage arno_~mt o money a Ram~h family oi®spends on 
groceries each month. You will ~].I'YS}<S-!,,.faf1)ilies ot~_siz~~~Vhicfftype of sampling 
technique does the following method !·efffesent? ~ , · 

Call 50 of yc:iur parents' friends who have a family of size .; , d ask them. 
Stratified 

i"" Cluster 
Convenience 

·c:,.. d) Systematic J""-..h 

., 4. The Z score of an observation measures how manv standard deviations is the value 
from the mean . 
-a) True 

b) False . 
...... S. According to the Chebyshev' s rule, at least.84% cf all observations in any data set are 

contained within a distance of how many standard 'devintio:ii around the mean? 
a) 2 
b) 2.5 
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-: 

• 
10. Which of the following statistics are resistant to outliers? 

I. The median - - \ , 1 
II. The standard deviation '· 'J 
ill. The interquartile range' j(i') o (,· 

7. 
· C 1 

a) I and II only -i-'-\' 1" . ·' f 
b) I and III only 
c) II and ill only 

- d) I, II, and Ill 
e) None of the above. 

-11. A correlation of r = - 0.35 indicates that the scatter diagram of the data would show 
-a) Points tightly packed around a line that slopes up to the right. 

- b) Points tightly packed around· r,_ line that slopes down to the right. 
c) Points widely scattered around a line that slopes up to the right. 

• d) Points widely scattered around :.t line that slopes down to the left. 
12. If a hypothesis test leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis 

a) a Type I error may have been committed /_ > y 
b) a Type II error must have been committed i , x 
c) a Type II error jnay.have been committed \' 

fu111~f fi'\ /"--• I 

Q#2 ( 4~: ):~~;:{~-;~~~v~~~:~~~1~:~;;~~~-~~:er ~ 
(1- 2)The time, measured in minutes, t. · en,t gets help from acer ain math TA 
at mathematics department follows an exooncntiabdisttlbution with mea of 5 minutes. 

1. Find the probability that a studen ~-Fl: s-r ,ss-- an.fg,-ffiinu:~s getting help from this ~ 

.'.:"~~0~s647 ~ -; -- fl (x <.Jo) - ~ ~· ~ -- eM 
b) 0.5353 ' ] -~ -\0 
c) 0.852.~ ' ~ 
d) 0.1353 "'\ ) - e, 

2. 25 %)of the students get helr . from th i~ 'CJ! at most ho\\ C'{-< -;) 
a) 6.93 min. · ~~ '-L/ 

-~?~ 1{/· ~~ 36lif 
3. The mean of a sample values:@, 12/?~'an~ 2 is ·~Ol=--> & 

a) 25 7 ~ c-2..:;, 
b) 4.18 
c) 4 
d) 17.5 

-e) 5 
4. The median of a sample values: J., 5, 12, 3 and 4 is 

a) 25 
b) 4.18 

-c) 4 
d) 17.5 
e) 5 

5. The variance of a sample values: (l, 5, 12~ "an 
a) 25 ~'{.) 

,_ b) 4.18 f '!-- y 
c) 4 A y 

- d) 17.5 I""' 
e) 5 
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6. Calculate the Int~quartile Rang~IQJZ) for the following numbers" 1, 4, 7, 11, andJ2~ 

-:~~ \1~KJrI,(1112. 
c) 4 
d) 5 

7. In a sample of 400 voters, 360 indicated they favor XY brand of energy drink. The 
99% confidence interval of voters not favoring XY brand of energy drink is 

_ a) 0.871 to 0.929 r- • 

b) 0.061 to 0.139 ,,(\ '"') 
c) 0.765 to 0.835 , L~~ U ~') ) ~ -t .. ~ ~ 
u) 0.071 too.129 ~. F ~ (._; 
e) None of the above ~ ~ {\ , :..- ? l :_;, ( ~ . 

8. If E and Fare events with P (E AND~;')= 0,1, P (EI F) = 0.25, and P (FIE)= 0.2, . I 

fin:c)r~sr F). . <t-~, 0 ~ ~ . 
0.2 ..- 0£ L~Y';·,' " ~ (~ (\~ 

9-:I'n ~~iI?~~e-samp le t • test, what is the respective critical value for: <.<_ l !f / E.) S ~ 

~J,=--=~,r;=JO,e' tail~~· - ~ z~ ~~ 
1.·· .// t:,°' b) 1.833 ·- v /; 

c) 2.262 
(~0 - .. 12) Th~ m(fl\§~ t;Ie~ne expenditure of a stude~t of BZU is u~ifor~I[.._ 
d:~butrd from~H'1QiS to~~ NIS. One student of BZU is randomly selectf. {Let X 

--;'ifie monthly telephone expenditure of a student of BZU). 
10. Find the probability that the expenditure of the selected student is less than 50 NIS 

3-ot ~/\ < ~~ g:~ . @ '( X .: So) c~)Y) 
__j_f~ k c) 0. 4 _$ _ ( ct <(__~ ::=J 

I L Cl 5"1-o --# d) 0.6 (t}O . \r:)..--· q 
11. The 40th nercernile of the expenditure ofa stl de I 

a) 60 NIS D 1:::::- . "- () 
b) 56NIS ·~ - - 
c) 38 NIS ._. . ·'z~ · ~~ ~ <.65') ~). 

--. d) 40 NIS . . . , _ _ 30 \S\? . -~ 
-12. Find the pro~a~1h~y t~iat tn. n '\-:)·, 1~01 the sel~c~d citizen isITesylum~ \ 

GlVENJ. ~ -·s~ th 10 ·m. ic:!-- ,@~ 1 ~ ,\ \S 
__. o2 . /<:?. pl~c-s9 lt._c'J,.t;; . ~ \...... t'-__-« 

bJ .66 ~ • . ~:") ;:----~~) 
c) ~.34 ~ e_~ · ~~ID ( 'vf (. ":)' 41~5,...... ~ ~- {\ \.:::)~ '11'.. .s CJ 

e)--ti-orl'e of the above (S P w_~·; , ( '-f (') - 2._o 1 / 
13. A certain type of !lew businf?SS c;uccc\·.:-:l.~ of the time. Suppose th " uch. / - 

businesses~(where they do r.•:i1 ccmpete wi_th each other, so it is re· onabie to _L_ ( g 0 - 2:. 
believe that their relative successes :.:.c.ci0 h.e_independent), the probability that ail-4 _So · .J 
businesses fail is ' '-:--- r 

a) 0.0256 d)), /. ® l/'J-.) "lf- ., 2 
b) o 9744 \_~~/ 1. ·K - ·"'1P 

-c) 0:1296 /fo</ ~ l_ 1 5a2 
~j o.8704 / ~t(t! e: 50 \< ....... ~ 

\\ 20 ~ ~&' ~ ~ 
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d) 0.25 
(19 - 20) At a computer manufacturing company, the actual size of computer chips is 
normally distributed with a mearrof .1 centimeter and-a standarddeviationcf {\1 
centimeter. A random sample of 12 computer chips is taken. 

19. What is the probability that the sample mean will be between 0.98 and 1.02 
centimeters? 

a) 0.4902 
h) 0.2736 
·::) 0.J098 
a) o.902-t 

-e) None of the above 
20. Above what value do 5% of the sample means fall? . , .. ) 

a) : ·-· 
b) 1.057 
c) 0.94 
d) 1.047 
e) None of the above 

-b) 0 .625 
a) 0.125 

e) Nu tie of the above 
18. St:ppose P (A):= 0.50, P (B) = 0.75, and A and Bare independent. The probability of 

the. complement of the event (A. and B) is: 

~ (A f'\~?; 0 · b~ XQ- · lt) ~- o, ~1 h 
l _ D. J7J,::.. o · G2. o -· 

b) 60% 
c) 88.04% ,, 

40% n1 

(14 -16) Assume that the hourly number of customers served by the T~B Bank is 16 
customers. Let X be the number of customers served hourly. 

14. What is the name of the probability distribution of the number of customers served 
~~ - 

a) Binomial y- : J1 
, b) Expone9.tial 1v ~ ~ 

c) Uniform 1~9~ ..._ 
.- ..-d) _Poiss-on- ·~ ~ .1~1~~ "\;,. - ~---....-,- . 

1 
.» • 

b. What is the prob?~ility that on arty g1vf, _ 5 m1~e . , eriod this bank will serv~-~~ore 
than 2 customers? \'.. · · ,./ . ) · t- 

a) o.o-916 p ~ l1 t 
b) 0.7619 .0 I G 
c)'0.9084 ~ ;s· ~ ~\ 
d) 0.2381 l, ,J .> u ) .. , - . '\ (- ( ll 1.l.,... 
e) None of the above ) / J' - I ~1 n ___ 

- 16. 'What is the expected number of customers served by this bank in two work days 
(eight hours daily) 

.. a) 256 
b) 80 
c) 128 
d) None of the above 

17. A. sample of size 50 is taken from an infinite population whose mean and standard 
deviation are 68 and 12, respectively. The probability that the sample mean is larger 
than 66 equals 

a) 11.96% 
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5. A student believes that no more than 70% of the students who finish a stat 236 course 
will pass the course. A random sample of 150 students was taken. Thirty six of the 
students in the sample passed. Using the p-value approach, rest the hypotheses at the 
1 % level of significance. 

A survey of 16 doctors selected at random revealed that the average annual 
consumption of aspirin tablets per doctor was 100 with a standard deviation of32. 
Establish 95% confidence limits for the average annual consumption of aspirin tablets 
cf all doctors. (Assume that the 1x·oulation is normal). ' 

l 

,,., 3. J.l\. survey organization would like to estimate a population percentage in a large 
population to an accuracy of 15 percentage points with 95% confidence. They have no 
current knowledge of the size of the population percentage. How large should a 
random sample be selected to achieve their goal for the margin of sampling error? 

According to a survey of 320 BZU students who drive, 40 students have been 
involved in some type of car accident (minor to majorj.Construct a 99% Confidence 
Interval for the true proportion of BZU students that drive who have been involved in 
some type of car accident (minor to major). 

0#3(20%): Short answers 
1. In order to estimate the average time spent on the computer terminals per student at a 

BZU, data were collected for a sample of 81 business students over a one week 
period. Assume the population standard deviation is I .8 hours. If the sample mean is 
9 hours, then the 95% confidence interval is 
i , °'-= c.i.,.<1; ~ ~ = • oi.s; ~z 0 .02~::: l!l4S' 

s: 
G\ -t \.q{(,hi_\ => ()'.(6<j I q,~1). 

Vii) . 

4· 
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7) Construct and interpret the 98% confidence interval for the population mean. 

6) What is your decision if the significant level is changed to 10%? 

5) What is your conclusion: 

4) Find the p-value 

3) Calculate the appropriate test statistic 

2) What is (are) the critical value (s)? What i.: the rejection rule? 

Ha 

0#4(20% ): Show all your work 
Trying to encourage people to stop driving to campus, the university claims that on average it 
takes people 30 minutes to find a parking space on campus. I don't think it takes so long to 
find as ot. In fact I have a sample of the Inst five times I drove to campus, and I calculated 
x = 24minutes . Assuming that the time it takes to find a parking spot is normal, and that 
a = 8 minutes . Perform a hypothesis test with 1 % significant level to see if the claim is 
correct. 
1) State the null and alternative hypotheses for this test. 

Ho 


